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Our Vision

Differ from traditional games, block chain games are play-to-earn, implies that players earn in-game 

assets and tokens which are tradable in the open market. This indicates a milestone in gaming industry 

and an evolutionary career mode.
The succeed in any game owing to the players’ contribution. Rewarding players with game rewards and 

community rewards resulting the qualitative change in gaming ecology.

Our goal is to make X-metaverse the leader of this evolutionary game aspect. It is time to let more 

player experience a more pleasant and exciting block chain games without complication of blockchain 
terms.

Corresponding community is built in the very beginning tofetch feedback while we focusing on game 

development. We do not rush our journey to success, we in tend to create a longer-term vision with 

great care.



X-Metaverse is a blockchain 3D game developed with. 

Playable in Android、iOS and  PC. All game content items 

and characters are based on blockchain tokens and NFT .

The visual effect and gameplay of  X-Metaverse are 

inspired by Starcraft and Star war.

Players will be immersed in the vastness of the universe, 

spend time to cultivate different races and upgrade 

space-battleships to enter more galaxies and fetch 

corresponding materials. The most exciting thing is that 

you can ally with other players to earn crypto-coin by 

conquest, exploration, competition, mining, production, 

breeding and battle.

Introduction

What is X-Metaverse ？



The sea of danger,doubt and denial around man's little island of certainty 
challenges him to dare the unknown -Tagore.

In the vastness galaxies, the Milky Way, Blade Edge galaxy, Knight galaxy, and those 
unexplored galaxies are collectively referred to as X-Metaverse (Abbreviation：X-Meta). In X-
Meta, there are different intelligent lives. They develop, expand, and invade, all trying to 
become the overlord of the universe. Two million years ago, the II Star war occurred in the 
universe and lasted nearly 100000 years. It plunged the people into misery and sadness, 
many  lives lost and corpses everywhere. After the war, the universe entered a period of calm, 
and all galaxies  began to recuperate and rebuild their planet. Among them, the Knight galaxy 
has developed particularly rapidly in recent years. The planet on the Knight galaxy is 
surrounded by purple light, which looks like deep purple eyes from a distance. It is 
mysterious and frightening. Al-shells, Alien guardian and Mankind are the three most 
powerful races X-Meta. They are a group of brave warriors, optimistic, brave, righteous and 
energtic. When the disaster strikes, the war burned again. For  protecting the race, they put 
on thick armor again and meet  unknown challenges one after another.

X-Metaverse



Game & Gameplay



About the pilot races

Which side you choose to be as an interstellar 
pilot? Alien Guardian, AI-shells or mankind. 
Different races possess different attribute 
bonuses. Comprehensive skills lead to more 
strategic and interesting battle, and 
prosperity your terrain during conquering the 
galaxies.

*此为游戏内截图



Alien Guardian

Pilot race

Alien guardian lives mostly on the 
eternal planets of the Knight Galaxy. 
Alien guardian which is the original 
race of Knight galaxy and the oldest 
race in the galaxy. They thrive with 
different races in the Knight galaxy, 
so they have the most different 
appearance forms, some with wings 
behind, sharp corners on their 
heads, and some with giant hands. 
Their strength is collecting 
information. The mission of their 
race is to guard the Knight galaxy. 
The elders of Alien Guardian are 
responsible for documenting the 
galaxy’s history, development, 
changes and some unknown secrets 
of the galaxy.

Alien guardian is a 
pure life with material 
existence as the core. 
It has no distractions, 
no irrational and 
random behavior of 
Mankind, the only goal 
of it is to survive. They 
live on delta energy 
must be synthesized 
from VA matter in the 
atmosphere.



Pilot Race

Descendant of Mankind prisoners who fled here millions of years 
ago. They have a especially highly intelligent, who can create 
the highest performance space-battleship. Mankind live on 
oxygen and water. 

3.5 million years ago, mankind and Al-shells fled to the Knight 
galaxy. Al-shells occupied Kara planet in the Knight galaxy. And 
mankind have found a future planet suitable for them. In the 
future planet, there have mountains and water, and the 
temperature remains at 25 ℃ all year round. It is the most 
suitable planet for mankind habitation in the Knight galaxy. They 
set up a base on the future planet. Lisa is their leader now, who 
has an important family mission: return to the megalithic planet 
of the galaxy and regain the leadership, wash away the 
reputation of their defectors.

Mankind



Al-shells

Pilot race

Al-shells is the most powerful race in X-Meta. They live on matrix
energy, which they need to be supplemented every 48 hours.

3.5 million years ago, Al-shells was originally developed by a team 
of top biologists from the galaxy's most powerful planet, the 
megalithic planet. They are high-level combat robots with powerful 
fighting power and destruction. Their mission is to help Carl, the 
leader of the planet, dominate the galaxy. After the fighting force 
suddenly lost control in the megalithic planet, no one knows what 
happened while Al-shells fled megalithic planet with a group of 
mankind in the space-battleship , finally arrived at the Kara and 
set up their first base on the  planet  of the Knight galaxy .



Space-battleships

Particle Canon

Electromagnetic Trail Canon

Laser Weapons Omega Frost

Upgrade your space-battleship, explore and conquer more planets and defeat them (PVE) to
level up and improve space-battleship attributes. space-battleship of higher levels can defeat
stronger enemies and earn more.

Fetch resources during the voyage to upgrade space-battleship technology in interstellar
institute, pilot space space-battleship to conquer galaxies.
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Particle Canon
Laser Weapons Omega Frost

Space-battleship types

Cruiser

It is a pure and simple beast of steel, and most eye-
catching on the entire battlefield. Any enemy 
targeted by the Cruiser can only be destroyed.

Frigate

It was built after many design adjustments. It has 
heavy armor and can draw enemies’ gunfire from 
the fleet during the attack. It is the most annoying 
opponent on the battlefield.
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Particle Canon
Laser Weapons Omega Frost

Space-battleship types

Destroyer

Being the main battleship in 
large-scale operations. It has a 
variety of attack capabilities 
with excellent armor and speed. 
The destroyer is the highest in 
overall performance.

Bomber

Capable to launch nuclear 
strikes on the enemy bases 
and troops at the beginning of 
the battle. The battle is about 
to end when the Bomber 
succeed.

Interceptor

The enemy on the battlefield is 
nowhere to hide with the 
existence of Interceptor. The 
strong reconnaissance 
capabilities and extreme 
mobility allowing it to reach 
anywhere on the battlefield at 
any time..



Affects the attack 
skills of space-

battleships. Provides 
additional damage.

Affects the actions 
order of space-

battleships. The higher 
the value, the faster 

the speed.

Affects the critical 
strike rate of space-

battleship. The higher 
the critical strike rate, 
the higher chance to 

cast critical strike.

About space-battleship parts

Affects the armor of the space-
battleship. When the armor 

value becomes 0, the space-
battleship unable to fight.

Nuclear PowerThrusterTurretArmor



Space-battleship Development

*In-game screenshot

After spending two space-battleships and certain research fee, players will get a space-
battleship blueprint, which can be traded in open market or upgraded by yourself. The new 

space-battleship will inherit partial skills from consumed space-battleships



Command your space-battleship with the pilot to 
upgrade via battles, explore and conquer 
different planets and fight with them (PVE). More 
advanced fleets can defeat stronger enemies 
and earn more.

More space resources can be acquired in the 
interstellar research institute after exploring the 
galaxy. Enhance the all aspect of capabilities of 
your space-battleship and assist the Galaxy 
Babes in the battles.

PVE

*此为游戏内截图

*In-game screenshot



PVP

Chase higher rank in Force 
Mine tournament(PVP) and 
update the ranking in real time. 
The higher rank, the more 
rewards.

Alliance battle for planets is 
coming soon. 
Join an alliance to attack and 
conquer planets.

*In-game screenshot



战斗及战斗策略 *In-game screenshot



X-Metaverse is a strategy 
card game. Players first 
need to obtain pilot and 
space-battleship. 
One space-battleship needs 
one pilot and battles based 
on preset tactic formation.

Tactic formation

Use cards release the space-
battleship skills in games. 
When the pilot onboard, the 
space-battleship has a 
correspondingly unique buff 
for skills.

Card battle

In the game, a skill will be 
provided for the pilots on the 
space-battleship where they 
are. Using the pilot skill when 
appropriate will surprise the 
enemy.

Pilot skills

A variety of combat strategies 
can be formulated through the 
combination of different space-
battleship skills, pilot skills, and 
support skills.  Come and fight!

Turn-based strategy

Battle & Strategy

*In-game screenshot

*In-game screenshot

*In-game screenshot

*In-game screenshot
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Battles for Force 
(PVP Leaderboard)

Planet NFT
(Purchase NFT planets in the 
market, show off rare items here, 
etc. Planet NFT holders can also 
participate in special events)

Insterstellar Exploration 
(PVE puzzle quest)

MiningTown
(Decentralizedquantitativetrading) ）

Space Jump 
(space-battleship racing)

How to play

Interstellar Visit
(Visit players' NFT planets)

Loan
(Lease and rent space-battleship to 
create income, a certain percentage 
of all income will be automatically 
charged)

Alliance War
(Battles for planet between alliances)



Market



Market

Commodities can be freely sold in 
the trading market. Include: space-
battleships, blueprints, game 
items, planets, energy cores, 
resources, etc.

All purchases and fees will be 
burned 4.75%. X-Metaverse will 
naturally experience deflation 
with the ecosystem continues to 
develop.

*In-game screenshot



Space-battleship and 

blueprints

Players are  able to purchase and sell 
NFT space-battleships as well as NFT 
space-battleships blueprints in the 
market. It takes only 5 days to build a 
space-battleship from blueprints.

Planets

The planet purchased in the trading 
market is an independent NFT planet, 
which produces resources at regular 
intervals. Users can visit each other 
to interact.

Box

Every box contains one NFT 
interstellar pilot. Thereby, 
an NFT can be generated 
and minted on the BNB 
Smart Chain 

Open the Blind box and 
let the pilot lead you to 
experience the charm of 
space voyage.

NFT



Play to Earn

 Battle through exploration
 Daily mission reward
 Mint and sell NFT
 Mint, smelt and sell ores and materials
 Research and develop space-battleship for

sale
 Loan Scheme
 Refer friends to earn rewards
 Purchase NFT planet
 Token staking rewards
 Force combat leaderboard
 Space jump
 Mining town
 War between alliances



Distribution

Full name：X-Metaverse

900,000,000 XMETA   token will 
be released in different stage 
and different time. 

Abbreviation ：XMETA

Community / Operation 8%

Private Sale 8%

Public Sale （IDO）10%

Core Team 20%

Ecosystem Found 9%

Token staking 
rewards15%

Play to Earn 30%

The Treasury can be viewed here: 
https://bscscan.com/address/0xB080171C8999C336cC115d4d8224C2dE51657A1c#code 



Chase higher rank in Force Mine 
tournament(PVP) and the ranking 
will update in real time. Winners 
can get Token rewards after game 
over. The higher rank, the more 
rewards.

All four core mechanisms of X-Metaverse need 
Token: reproduction, and  Token will be burned 
when used in these mechanisms. The great 
demand of Token makes Token a valuable token.

Participate in interstellar alliance 
battles, fight with allies, defeat 
the enemy and occupy the public 
planet to obtain Token.

Purchase planet NFT, send a pilot to 
station that it can generate mining 
rewards on a regular basis.

X100



We will apply new gaming mechanics on planets
so players can obtain more benefits, driving more
demand for space-battleships.
Mining planet itself will consume resource, which
will create new ETH in the ecosystem. Players will
have more rights of specific space in the game
despite income is uncertain.

Making powerful tools may drive a large demand
of space-battleship from hardcore PVP players
who are mainly motivated by competition. As they
may release space-battleships to make items
that can enhance others space-battleship. This
will create a new space-battleship.

*此为游戏内截图



Development&Planning



Development&Planning

Increase demand for space-battleships：
Price rise> Ships building capacity rises> Token/ Ships 
building demand rises>Token price rises

X-Metaverse is closely connected with the game ecosystem, 
and its value will be directly related to the success of the 
project. Token is deflationary. Players/investors will be 
encouraged to hold and lead to natural and healthy price 
growth. This will be achieved in the following ways: Token will 
be required as the main form of in-game currency. Players 
need Token to pay for reproduction fees, advanced fees, 
purchase items, etc. In addition, all purchase and payment 
expenses will be burned by 4.75%. With the development of 
the ecosystem, XMETA will deflation naturally.



The non-transferable and competitive space-battleship 
in the arena changes the game rules, allowing players 
to focus on playing and enjoy the game without 
investing lots of money in advance and promoting them 
to invest in the core PvP game loop. They are more 
likely to invest to compete with others and gain control 
rather than make money .

Collectibles: Like many other types of games, collecting 

different space-battleships is fun and exciting. There are 

definitely rare collectibles which are very expensive and 

hard to acquired. We construct the gameplay, in which 

you have clear goals and instructions on which space-

battleships should be collected. You can show the unique 

and rare X-Metaverse NFT you have collected to others 

and unlock various in-game benefits. This type of 

gameplay is motivating and exciting for collectors and 

gamers.

*In-game screenshot
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Sell space-
battleship in 
market

Purchase 
space-
battleship for 
research and 
development

Battle: Obtain token

R&D: Spend token

Purchase 
token and
URU for
R&D / 
community

Stake token to
obtain income



Economic cycle forecast of X-Metaverse

The economic leverage of X-Metaverse will influence each other in different ways 
at  different stages. They are X-Metaverse's NFT, Token (core, main token). These 
assets balance each other at different points.

Stage 1.Starting point and 
end point

Lower price in Token

Lowest rate of return

Stage 2.Growth Period

Stage 3.Bloom

Stage 4.Recession

Higher price in Token

Battle income＜space-battleship 
sale income

Low rate of return

Higher price in Token

Battle income>space-battleship
sale income

High rate of return

Lower price in Token

Battle income>space-battleship 
sale income

Highest rate of return



The beginning of game, lesser consumer players, lower asset price. 
Initial rise of asset price will be attributed to players purchase Token 
and NFT to start the game.

Stage 1 → Stage2

Players began to compete and purchase more Token and NFT for fierce 
competition. This will increase the demand of underlying assets.

Stage 2 → Stage3

The requirements for players will be higher because players need spend 
large amount of capital on R&D of space-battleships. Then NFT will reach 
new high price, while the price of the new supply of NFT will increase 
correspondingly.

Stage 3 → Stage 4

Since the rate of return keep reducing, players with only business 
purpose may quit. As a result, the price returns to a rational level 
and allows new players to get a better chance to start the game 
and enjoy better game experience.

Stage 4 → Stage 1

Economic cycle forecast of X-Metaverse

1

2

3

4



CTO

Vanny Ng has been a senior technical engineer 
working in the game industry for 18 years and has 

been deeply involved in the technical field. 

Vanny entered the blockchain industry in 2015 and 

gradually turned to digital asset research and 
technical consulting services.

Vanny has a strong Linux, System Administration 

and DevOps skills and managed cloud-based and 

bare-metal co-located linux environments 
throughout his career. He’s expert in 

Javascript/NodeJS and Ruby and 

very proficient in other programming 

languages such as Python, Golang and GO.

Co-founder

Team members

CEO

Kane Lao has nearly 15 years of experience in the 
game industry. Kane previously worked as a 

producer in a successful Hong Kong gaming 

company. 

During his tenure in the game industry, Kane 
launched nearly 10 games in his listing strategy, 

including mobile games, and web games. 

Before entering the game field, Kane achieved his 

brilliant career in the financial field. Nowadays, 
the fusion of gaming, finance, and blockchain has 

a breakthrough, enhancing the rapid development 

of LCBC Games.



Mark Chen
Mark, the senior blockchain technician from Taiwan, has 10 years of blockchain 

technology experience. He is the earliest blockchain technician who masters 

blockchain networks, such as BTC and ETH.

He has independently completed various blockchain contract requirements 

and participated in more than 20 projects, including the construction of the 

main network, various Defi projects, exchange projects, etc.

Team members

Sunny Tan
Sunny Tan, a Singaporean, worked 7 years on marketing in game industry. She is a 

marketing and business development specialist and has achieved many amazing 

results. Sunny Tan has explored both emerging markets (Vietnam) and mature markets 

(U.S.) and spent most of her time helping game developers with marketing development. 

Besides responsible for marketing, Sunny Tan also updates and improves the 

experience of players



Robert Saunders
Robert, a Taiwanese Canadian, started game production in 2010 
and became a technical leader because of amazing talents. 
The concurrent users arrived 100 thousand in his projects. 
He masters various programming languages, so provides a solid 
support to daily operation of game.

Team members

Davy Jones
Davy, a Taiwan, has been involved in game design since 2004 while the blockchain 
started in 2018. He participated in the design of various game products that 
monthly sales reached 3 million US dollars. As a supporter of the Play to Earn 
concept, he devotes to achieve a win-win for players and platforms through 
blockchain games.
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Road map

2021-08~Video released（Game video）

2021-07-2021-11~X-Metaverse token/NFT 
contract completed

2021-07-2021-11~ NFT art gifts/community 
establishment/operation activities

2021-03~ News media articles

2021-03~Litepaper（ Blockchain technology 
business annotation ）

2021-03~Game Offical Website production

2021-03~Website production（ NFT activity 
website production ）

2021-03~Project established(Game types/frame）

2021-03~Game Mechanism set（Core gameplay）

2021-03~X-Metaverse design concept

2021-03~Game development started

2022-02~ Galaxy exploration

2021-12~ The second stage of community operations 
started 

2021-11~ The first stage of community operations started 
（X-Metaverse game blind box activities/community 
establishment/operation activities)

2021-12~X-Metaverse NFT presale

2021-12~X-Metaverse Demo

2021-09-2021-12～Media advertisement

2022-02~ Contract audit

2022-01~ X-Metaverse game web terminal is α V1 test

2022-02~ X-Metaverse game web terminal is α V2 
test

2022-03~ Force combat

2022-03~ NFT market online

2022-03~ Tesseract Lists Binance NFT Market

2022-04~ Final round of pre-sale
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Road map

2022-09~ Planet land for sale

2022-Q3~ Space jump

2022-Q4~ Star Alliance

2023-Q2~ Alliance War

2022-06~ Mining town-Token staking

2022 Q4~ Interstellar meta 

2022 Q4~ Interstellar DEFI

2024-Q1~ Sensing equipment

2022-04~ Announce partners

2022-04~X-Metaverse token IDO

2022-07~ X-Metaverse Community governance

2022-05~ Game APP for Android

2022-05~ Mining town-NFT Staking

2022-05~ The official version of the game web 
terminal is online


